
TOKYO

SUSHI

EXPRESS

LEGACY

B E  A  P A R T  O F  T H E

Join one of the only Japanese fast

casual restaurants in the franchise

market today! 

Why choose a Tokyo Sushi Express franchise? 

Traditional Japanese recipes, smooth operational processes, on-

trend marketing campaigns, and easy-to-understand training, to

name a few reasons. 

We’ve been pairing quality, nutritious, and locally-sourced ingredients with

time-honoured and traditional Japanese recipes since 1998.  When you choose to

own your Tokyo Sushi Express franchise, you are choosing a wildly-popular fast

casual concept and joining a family business that's been an Edmonton staple for 

over 2 decades. 



Ready to dive in?

THE TOKYO

SUSHI EXPRESS

FRANCHISE

OPPORTUNITY

Contact us today! 
www.tokyoexpressyeg.com

info@tokyoexpressyeg.com    (780) 488-1488

The Tokyo Sushi Express Team Meets You! 
Our team wants to get to know you and wants you to get
to us. We'd love to schedule a virtual or in-person meeting
to go over additional questions and details.  
 
Discover the Difference 
Tokyo Sushi Express invites you in for an up close and
personal look at our operation. Discovery Day is the time to
ask questions and get a feel for how each Tokyo Sushi
Express is operated. 
 
Let’s Review  
Next, our team will send you a copy of the Tokyo Sushi
Express Franchise Disclosure Document (FDD) for your
review. You will have 14 days to review the document. 
 
Apply For Financing 
After the FDD review, this is the time to apply for financing
if needed! 
 
Your Ownership is Official! 
Once we have all decided to move forward, you will review
our FA (franchise agreement), sign the appropriate
documents, and make your franchise ownership official.
You are now a Tokyo Sushi Express franchise partner! 

In-Depth Training Starts Here 
Our training program is simple and straightforward, packed
full of everything you need to know to operate, launch, and
sustain your Tokyo Sushi Express restaurant. Once you
launch, our field support team is always here to help! 

If you exude high personal standards, good communication

skills, strong sales and marketing skills, and understand our

company's culture, this is the franchise opportunity 

for you!

Franchise Fee: $25,000 

Royalty Fee: 6%  

Advertising Fee: 1% 

Estimated Initial Investment:

$115,000 to $226,000

  

Investment at a Glance


